TABLE C

Selected Nonacademic Professional and Professorial Salaries, 2013
		

Profession
Astronomer (Scientific Research)
Computer and Information Scientist
Pharmacist
Physicist (Scientific Research)
Economist (Monetary Authority)
Mathematician
Management (Corporate)
Architectural Engineer
Lawyer (General)
Dentist (General)

Nonacademic
Setting
Annual Mean
Wage (BLS)
$109,300
$116,990
$117,870
$117,880
$123,490
$124,450
$134,910
$136,140
$138,140
$167,370

College/University
Setting
Annual Mean
Wage (BLS)
$101,900
$92,110
$106,530
$82,390
$106,390
$78,500
$103,280
$106,540
$125,920
$98,810

Mean Full Professor Salary
($116,419) as a Percentage
of Nonacademic
Annual Mean Wage (AAUP)

Mean Salary for All Ranks
Combined ($84,303) as a
Percentage of Nonacademic
Annual Mean Wage (AAUP)

106.51
99.51
98.77
98.76
94.27
93.55
86.29
85.51
84.28
69.56

77.13
72.06
71.52
71.52
68.27
67.74
62.49
61.92
61.03
50.37

Sources: BLS data from Bureau of Labor Statistics Occupational and Employment Statistics, National Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates, 2013. AAUP
data from the 2012–13 Faculty Compensation Survey.							

week for 30 weeks spend only 360 to 450 hours per year in the
classroom. Even in the unlikely event that they devote an equal
amount of time to grading and class preparation, their workload
is still only 36 to 45 percent that of non-academic professionals.
Yet they receive the same compensation.”9
Others have offered strong counter narratives. Nancy Marlin,
former provost of San Diego State University, reported that
faculty at her institution consistently work forty-eight to fifty-two
hours per week, above the forty-hour work weeks Levy attributes
to executives.10 Audra Diers, an assistant professor at Marist
College, has painstakingly documented how work weeks on the
tenure track routinely extend to fifty or sixty hours; she estimates
that, if assistant professors were wage employees, they would
earn approximately $17–20 an hour.11 Most of those in the nontenure-track majority earn even less on an hourly basis.
In order to assess whether tenure-track faculty are indeed
overpaid, we must first ask, “Relative to whom?” Popular
media accounts often claim that faculty salaries are higher at
one university than another within the same region, or that
faculty salaries at the institutions in their local media market
are higher than the national average. A more useful question
would be whether average salaries of faculty in a particular
field are higher or lower than the salaries of those in a comparable professional setting.
The US Department of Labor’s Bureau of Labor Statistics
tracks the average and estimated salaries of a wide variety of
occupations, allowing us to compare salaries in higher education with those of similar professionals in nonacademic settings.
For purposes of comparison, it is important to identify occupations whose employment characteristics in a professional setting
most closely approximate those of tenure-track faculty. We
selected only occupations that (1) were full time, (2) required a

doctorate or other advanced professional degree, (3) required
no prior work experience in a related occupation at entry
(for example, becoming a judge generally requires prior law
experience), (4) required no on-the-job training, and (5) have
historically offered stable, long-term employment. Bureau of
Labor Statistics data average the salary for a professional occupation overall, but we used salaries of full professors for the
comparison. The majority of the faculty, of course, make much
less than these senior faculty members; many serving on parttime appointments do not earn “professional” salaries at all. If
any faculty members are overpaid, however, surely full professor
salaries would offer an indication of just how overpaid the most
highly compensated faculty members are.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics provides data on a great
number of occupations and on subfields within those occupations; wherever possible, we have attempted to use the closest
professional analog to full professors. For example, a lawyer
in the “legal services” area, which makes up the majority of
the field, has a substantially lower average salary ($138,140)
than a lawyer in the subfield of “securities and commodity
exchanges” ($188,430), which is why we selected the former.
Fact 2: Relative to professionals in comparable occupations,
even the highest-ranking tenured professors are generally
underpaid.
Table C presents selected data that meet our criteria for
comparison. Astronomer is the only profession in table C for
which faculty salaries are higher than salaries in a nonacademic professional setting. Full professors on average make
only 6.5 percent more than astronomers employed in nonacademic professional settings, hardly a “ridiculous” figure.
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